
Flo’s Wardrobe Rules

Here are some basic photography tips when it comes to picking out clothing for photo shoots.
These are tips that should be considered in all photo shoots, no matter what season.

1. No Tennis Shoes.

They are often distracting in a photo. Wear darker colored shoes to camouflage better in a
photo (unless you have some awesome colored heels)!

2. No White Socks

White socks are very distracting in a photo. We want people to stare at your face, not your feet!

3. The More Layers, the Better

We are HUGE fans of layers. Cardigans, vests, scarfs, jackets are examples of layering. Layering
adds colors and textures that can really enhance a photo, making it more unique and fun.

4. Texture is Your Friend

When we say texture, we mean ru�es, buttons, stitching, lace, corduroy, necklaces, or
anything that adds texture to your clothing. It gives the photograph (and your look) more

dimension and adds interest to the overall photo.

5. No Large Logos

Large logos are also quite distracting in a photo. You may love shopping at Hollister, but avoid
the bulky logos in your family photos.

6. Mix and Match

Don’t wear the same colors! Pick a few colors and mix and match. Mixing solids and textures
will separate everyone, while at the same time accenting each other’s outfits.

7. Get the Iron Out

Wrinkles in shirts and pants can make the whole look of your image feel sloppy. Be mindful of
the material you choose to wear in your portrait. If it is able to be ironed, you should! Also be

sure everyone is wearing something that fits well. Time to look sharp!

Helpful hints



Clothes that feel and look soft (cream, beige or pastel knits) create cozy, soft portraits. Clothes
that have bright colors and patterns create fun and energetic portraits.

Try to consider your decor, color scheme, and “feel” of your home while choosing your outfits.
This is helpful for planning wall portrait displays.

Please bring a toddler’s favorite toy that can be incorporated into portraits. Wooden and retro
toys photograph great!

For an outdoor session, feel free to bring an “activity” for the family to do together…kite flying,
playing ball, anything that makes your family unique.

Take pictures of walls around your home with your smartphone and note dimensions. We can
virtually show you what portrait displays will look like before ordering.

Breathe and have fun! The most fabulous family portraits happen when everyone is tension
free and having a great time. We’ll take care of getting the kids happy and having a blast; a

parent’s job is to just relax and let us “do our thing.”

Examples we love!



The tan, blue, and purple colors all match
throughout accessories and clothing.

Bright colors alongside more subdued tones
create beautiful contrast and the dress

ru�es add a great textural element.

Blues and purples compliment the
background and the crisp shirts look great.

Neutral white and light blue allows the
flower patterns to stand out.



The colors are cohesive and match well
together, creating a tranquil image.

Texture, layers, and western flair draws the
eye in and captures the spirit of these kids.

Same colors are worn in di�erent ways by
each person and lots of layers and textures.

Red, black, and denim look fantastic for
winter photoshoots against the snow.


